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Astro*Talk Interpretation Report. 
 
I have received numerous requests for a traditional natal interpretation report that will run on the 
iPhone, Android systems, iPad-like tablets, and on any old Mac or PC desktop. You asked for it 
and here it is; we try to please.  
 
Over the past many years one of the most popular programs with professional astrologers (for 
client use) here at Matrix Software is “Astro*Talk,” a natal interpretation report that has sold all 
over the globe. Here it is now running on mobile phones complete with graphic tarot-like cards 
for each combination and also with newly-written (by me) interpretations for full-phase aspects, 
meaning simply that waning aspects are interpreted differently from waxing aspects. Sorry if that 
is too much jargon for my non-astrologer Facebook friends. 
 
Basically Astro*Talk gives you a full traditional natal reading that takes advantage of nice 
graphics, attractive formatting and a modern approach like the full-phase aspects mentioned 
above. 
 
If you already have any of our mobile apps, you will automatically already have “Astro*Talk” on 
your mobile-phone menu and ready to go when you next turn on your phone. That is the beauty 
of this approach: no downloading, no embedding, and no upgrades. 
 
Those of you who want access to all the Matrix mobile apps (from your phone) just enter in the 
following website address like you would any other web site and bookmark it.  
 
http://astrologyland.com/ 
 
For those of you on laptops and desktops, Mac or PC, you can have a mobile simulator by 
going to this web address with your browser. 
 
http://astrologyland.com/m/ 
 
I hope you enjoy this program and please feel free to share it with your friends and anyone 
interested. It is as easy as a bookmark to the site. 
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